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              Year 6 Swimming Sessions from Monday June 5th -July 10th 
 

Dear Parents / Carers, 

 

We are delighted to inform you that your child will be continuing swimming lessons in 

the Summer Term starting on Monday 5th June to Monday 10th July from 12:45-1:30pm. We swim at 

the olympic sized swimming pool at Harvey Haddon as we feel this is the best swimming 

provision in the county.  

 

Learning to swim is an important and rewarding life skill for the children who will gain confidence and 

become competent in and around water, with additional benefits such as co-ordination, team working, 

social skills, and incorporated essential health benefits. Also, swimming is a compulsory part of the 

National Curriculum; as by the end if YR6, all children must be able to swim 25m using a range of 

strokes, and perform safe self-rescue in different water based situations.  

 

The children will need to bring a waterproof bag with a towel and their swimming costume. All girls 

and boys must wear a one piece swimsuit (no baggy shorts or shorts with pockets should be worn). 

Whole body swimsuits can be worn as long as they are not baggy or have pockets. No bikinis or tankinis 

are allowed to be worn. Please name all kit.  

 
Children with long hair must have this tied back so a bobble must be provided and swimming 

hats are also recommended to help to keep long hair dry. 

 

In the interest of safety to your child and others, please do not send your child to school wearing jewellery 

(including earrings) on a swimming day, jewellery can be torn out, swallowed and catch fittings below 

the water or scratch others.  Staff will not be responsible for looking after items or the removal 

of any such jewellery. If it is not possible to remove jewellery, the individual concerned MAY NOT take 

part in the lesson except where religious practices are concerned where needs are met accordingly. 

 

Children who have asthma will need to take their inhalers to the swimming pool.  

 

We will continue with the goggles consent that you have already provided in Year 5. If you did not 

previously consent and now wish to wear goggles, please get in touch with the School Office.  
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